FINISHES AND FURNITURE PLAN
SECOND FLOOR

GENERAL NOTES:
1. ALL EXPOSED CONCRETE TO BE PAINTED WHITE - INCLUDING EXPOSED REBAR, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING.
2. PROVIDE ALL NEW 3/4" MARBLE WINDOW SILL.
3. ALL EXPOSED CONCRETE FOR UTILITY ROOMS, LABS, AND CABINETS.
4. CLOSETS TO BE INTERIOR WHT/HYG MATERIALS.
5. FLOOR SURFACES TO BE VINYL.
6. CERAMIC TILES ON ALL WALLS.
7. WOOD FINISH WALLS 30%.
8. PAINTED CEFBOARD 70%.
9. EXPOSED CONCRETE 10%.
10. ATTACHED ACUSTIC PANELS.

A. FLOOR: CARPET TE (TYPE E) W/ FINE FACE WEIGHT, SOLUTION 1/2 INCH, BLACK/WHITE, 100% NYLON, 20% WOOL, PROOFED OR BURNT.

B. FLOOR: CARPET TE (TYPE E) W/ FINE FACE WEIGHT, SOLUTION 1/2 INCH, BLACK/WHITE, 100% NYLON, 20% WOOL, PROOFED OR BURNT.

C. FLOOR: POLISHED INTEGRAL STAIN TO CONCRETE FLOOR BASE: 4 MIL VYNL SHEET, RUBBER BASE.

D. FLOOR: POLISHED INTEGRAL STAIN TO CONCRETE FLOOR BASE: 4 MIL VYNL SHEET, RUBBER BASE.

E. FLOOR: POLISHED INTEGRAL STAIN TO CONCRETE FLOOR BASE: 4 MIL VYNL SHEET, RUBBER BASE.

F. FLOOR: INTEGRAL RECLAIMED WOOD FLOOR BASE: 4 MIL VYNL SHEET, RUBBER BASE.

G. FLOOR: 12" X 24" AND 8" X 16" RECTIFIED PORCELAIN TILES BASE: 2 X 2 RUBBER BASE.

H. FLOOR: SEALED CONCRETE BASE: 2 MIL RUBBER BASE.

I. FLOOR: SEALED CONCRETE BASE: 2 MIL RUBBER BASE.

SECOND FLOOR SCALE: 1" = 20'-0"
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FINISHES AND FURNITURE PLAN
THIRD FLOOR

GENERAL NOTES:
1. ALL EXPOSED CEILINGS TO BE PAINTED WHITE - INCLUDING EXPOSED MEP, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING.
2. PROVIDE ALL NEW 3/4" MARBLE WINDOW SILLS.
3. ALL COUNTERS TO BE MARBLE OR QUARTZITE STONE TOPS, WITH STAINLESS STEEL UNDERMOUNT SINKS.
4. ELEVATORS TO BE REFRACTIVE WITH NEW MATERIALS - VINYL FLOOR TO BE REFRACTIVE, METAL WOODWORK - GLASS PANELS WITH INTEGRAL LED LIGHTING.

A. FLOOR: CARPET TILES (TYPE B, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

B. FLOOR: CARPET TILES (TYPE B, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

C. FLOOR: POLISHED INTEGRAL STAIN CONCRETE FLOOR (TYPE A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

D. FLOOR: EPOXY FLOOR (TYPE A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

E. FLOOR: POLISHED INTEGRAL STAIN CONCRETE FLOOR (TYPE A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

F. FLOOR: INTERNAL RECESSED BASE Hammer-on Matt (Type A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

G. FLOOR: 12" X 12" AND 24" X 24" RECTIFIED PORCELAIN TILES (TYPE A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

H. FLOOR: 1/2" TILES (TYPE A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES

I. FLOOR: 1/2" TILES (TYPE A, 62217, 62218, 62219), LOW VELOCITY FURNITURE BASES
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Scale: 1" = 20'
Exterior Finishes Schedule

01 Painted Existing Concrete - Black
02 Painted Existing Concrete, Color: Jet Black
03 Painted Existing Concrete, Color: Jet Black
05 Clear Glazing
06 Spandrel Glass
Exterior Finishes Schedule

01 Painted Existing Concrete - Black
02 Painted Existing Concrete, Color: Jet Black
03 Painted Existing Concrete, Color: Jet Black
05 Clear Glazing
06 Spandrel Glass